
Care Homes, NHS and Hospitals 

 

Why Use JTM? 

 24/7 service so you can
get help any time of the
day or night

 Focus on service and
delivering outstanding
results for you

 Free site surveys to plan
your laundry room

 Maintenance plans to
keep your machines up 
and running 

 8 hour response time to
all breakdowns

Laundry for Healthcare 

It’s important to take real care when 
washing linen and clothes in a 
healthcare environment. You want great 
wash performance but you also need to 
make sure that you are adhering to 
WRAS guidelines as well as minimum 
care standards in the NHS HTM 01-04. 

Which is why all the washing machines 
we supply to the healthcare sector will 
make sure that you are conforming to 
these standards and keep your laundry 
room safe and clean. 

Laundry Solutions from JTM 

 Get disinfection washes at high
temperatures to kill superbugs as
well as disinfecting washes at
30°C with our specialist Fabrix
detergent.

 Use laundry trolleys that rise as
laundry is removed, reducing strains
on backs and knees.

 Improve the efficiency washes with
programmes that reduce energy
costs and detergent use.

 Reduce cross infection with our
unique sterile air purifier as well as
lidded laundry trolleys that keep
soiled linen and airborne bacteria
and allow hand free loading into
machines.

Whatever commercial laundry products and services you 

are looking for, you will find it at JTM Service. 

Contact Us 

T:  0800 652 5692 

W:  www.jtmservice.co.uk 

E: info@jtmservice.com 

JTM Service 

6 Milestone Court 

Stanningley 

Leeds  

LS28 6HE 

 Tel: 0800 652 5692 

Leading Brands 

Laundry Products 

Here is just a small selection of our 
products for care homes and hospitals, 
just click on an image to find out more. 

Bed Pan Washer 

Mini bed pan washer, 

great for when you 

have limited space, 

Will disinfect a range 

of items such as urine 

bottles and other 

utensils 

Miele PW6065 

Great washing 
machine for care 
homes with Thermal 
disinfection 
programme which 
adheres to NHS  
HTM 01-04. A 
matching tumble 
dryer also available

Sterile Air Purifier 

Destroy airborne 

bacteria such as 

MRSA, SARS and 

C-Diff, in areas where

outbreaks are likely to

occur
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